
The Raid 2 Following immediately after the events of The Raid, Rama (Iko Uwais) 
is forced to reinvent himself as an undercover cop in order to provide protection 
for his wife and child. Working for the anti-corruption taskforce led by the one 
person he can trust, Bunawar, he is given a mission to engage himself as an 
enforcer for a local mob boss, Bangun. Finding a way in through Bangun's son 
Uco, Rama must hunt for information linking Bangun with police force 
corruption. All the while, he harbors a dangerous and personal vendetta for 
revenge and justice that threatens to consume him and bring both this mission 
and the organized crime syndicates crashing down. Sony
Black Dynamite Season One Cartoon Network and Warner Bros. Home 
Entertainment are bringing Black Dynamite: Season One to Blu-ray this summer. 
The 10-episode first season of the Adult Swim animated series is based on Scott 
Sanders, Byron Minns and Michael Jai White's Black Dynamite (2009). Stars 
Michael Jai White, Tommy Davidson, Byron Minns,. Black Dynamite is a 1970s 
renaissance man with a kung-fu grip. A lover and a fighter who is not afraid to 
leap before he looks. His sidekick extraordinaire is Bullhorn, the brains and 
cunning that complements Black Dynamite's hard-hittin', bone-crushin' style. 
Providing comic relief on the mean streets is Cream Corn and classing up the 
place is the gorgeous Honey Bee. Cartoon Network/Warner
What Richard Did A privileged Dublin teen commits an impulsive act of 
violence that shakes his community to the core while plunging his life into a 
desperate tailspin. Richard Carlsen (Jack Reynor) was an 18-year-old rugby 
player with a bright future ahead of him. With graduation fast approaching, 
Richard and his friends attempt to make the most of their last summer together 
by stirring up mischief in the countryside. It's there that Richard meets Lara 
(Róisín Murphy), a pretty girl who quickly falls for the charismatic athlete. 
Trouble arises, however, when Lara's friendship with Richard's volatile teammate 
Conor (Sam Keeley) results in a tragic confrontation at a crowded house party. 
Consumed by shame as his friends and neighbors contend with the fallout of his 
reprehensible crime, Richard is devastated by the realization that even loving his 
father (Lars Mikkelsen) seems to have lost all respect for him. Tribeca / Cinedigm
The Black Book Robert Cummings stars as Charles D'Aubigny, who has been 
engaged by a group of political moderates to retrieve a little black book from 
Revolutionary leader Robespierre Richard Basehart. The book allegedly contains 
evidence that Robespierre has been acting in his own interest rather than on 
behalf of the new government. D'Aubigny is compelled to deal with the tangible 
threat of Robespierre's chief henchman Charles McGraw as well as his 
uncertainty concerning the loyalties of those working with him. The Black Book 
is retrieved, but not before Robespierre has self-destructed on his own. The 
cheapness of The Black Book works in its favor, especially its overuse of shadows; 
while this photographic device was intended to disguise the seediness of the 
sets, it accurately conveys a "dark" period in French history that here is literally 
as well as figuratively dark. Film Chest
Blue Ruin After suffering a brutal crime, Dwight (Macon Blair) drops out of 
society and ends up homeless. When the killer who ruined his life is released 
from jail, he plots revenge, but his mission of vengeance is complicated by the 
fact that his target has a family. Anchor Bay
Afflicted  Two young travel bloggers attempting to document their journey 
around the world experience a bizarre encounter that leaves one of them 
instilled with superhuman powers in this found-footage horror thriller written, 
directed by, and starring Derek Lee and Clif Prowse. Clif and Derek have just 
embarked on the adventure of a lifetime when they arrive in Paris, and Derek 
suffers a strange injury during a one-night stand gone awry. Undaunted, the pair 
decide to continue in their travels, but experience unimaginable horror when 
Derek is stricken with a bizarre affliction, and begins to experience a disturbing 
transformation. Now, in order to find out the truth, they must retrace their steps 
and seek out the mysterious woman who set this nightmarish cycle of events 
into motion. Sony
Helix Season 1 When a team of scientists from the Centers for Disease Control 
travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible 
disease outbreak, they quickly find themselves pulled into a terrifying 
life-and-death struggle that holds the key to mankind's salvation or total 
annihilation. Stars Billy Campbell, Hiroyuki Sanada, Jordan Hayes. This release 
compiles all thirteen episodes from the debut season of HELIX, a science-fiction 
series that focused on a team of scientists from the center for disease control 
who travel to the Arctic in order to investigate a possible outbreak of a deadly 
virus, only to uncover a much larger threat to humans. Sony
Meth Head Kyle Peoples (Lukas Haas) never wanted to be the man he has 
become in his 30's - stuck in a dead end job, and saddled with a family that 
doesn't get him at all. When an innocent night of partying leads to a new family 
of friends and fun, Kyle sees an opportunity to escape from his reality. But Kyle's 
new friendship with Maia (Necar Zadegan) and Dusty (Blake Berris), and the trios 
love of crystal meth eventually cost Kyle everything - his job, his lover, his family 
and his home. Kyle must choose: life or meth. Cinedigm
Torment Newlyweds Cory and Sarah Morgan take Cory's 7-year old son Liam up 
to the country for some much needed family time. When it appears as if Liam 
has run away, psychological suspense becomes straight-out horror, as Sarah and 
Cory must now confront a sadistic cult-like family who have been hiding in the 
house all along and have taken Liam for themselves. Stars Peter DaCunha, 
Katharine Isabelle, Stephen McHattie. Vertical
The Great Bear In this spell-binding adventure for the entire family, Jonathan 
looks forward to summer vacations with his grandfather who lives on the edge 
of a vast, enchanted forest that he is forbidden to enter. Annoyed that his kid 
sister, Sophie, is tagging along this year, Jonathan does his best to lose her and 
succeeds all too well when she’s kidnapped by a 1,000-year-old bear the size of 
a mountain! Venturing into the depths of the perilous forest to rescue her, he 
encounters a crazed hunter  as well as a host of strange, mythical creatures and, 
along the way, learns some valuable lessons. Vertical
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